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WE ARE 
WITH YOU 
ALL THE WAY

With more than 45 years of experience and over 3000 built halls in Denmark and 
Sweden, we have learned a lot. 

With our knowledge and experience and by listening to our customers, we have 
continuously developed the PMH Hall. 

PMH is your complete partner who is with you all the way, from planning, building 
permits, assembly to finished hall.
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ALWAYS 
PERSONAL 
SERVICE 

About us
PMH International AB was founded in 1974, after for many years being a  
department in Persöner AB, with headquarters in Ystad. The Industrial and  
Storage Hall’s business area, designs, manufactures, and markets PMH-Hallen 
for storage, production, and rental.  
 
See our complete range at www.pmh-hallen.com.



THE 
SWEDISH 
QUALITY HALL

The PMH Hall is the Swedish designed high-quality hall for storage, industry, 
and leasing. All our halls feature storage areas without obstructions and can 
be manufactured in any length, width, or height you require.  
The hall is customised as you like to be perfect for your operations.  
 
The PMH Hall is designed based on the European construction standards 
(Eurocodes).  
 
The PMH Hall’s load-bearing frame is CE-marked with input values for each 
municipality’s specific snow and wind loads.
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The Storage Hall is a rational and economic solution for most 
storage needs. With its proven design and large accessories 
program, it can easily be adapted to your specific needs and 
wishes. This allows you to streamline and optimise your 
inventory management according to your operations and 
workflow. 

Product benefits

Surfaces without obstructions

Low investment cost

Maintenance-free materials

Short construction time

Storage Hall 
The Storage Hall suits most storage needs

The Steel Hall is a robust and durable structure made to hold 
up in tougher environments. The walls are clad in sheet metal 
and the roof is made of membrane. This provides extra 
protection on the sides while the membrane roof uses 
daylight to light the hall. The design is maintenance-free and 
can be easily extended or moved if necessary.

Product benefits

Durable

Easy to move or expand

Burglar-proof

Colour to match other buildings

Steel Hall
Hybrid hall with smart daylight admission

The Rental Hall is the optimal solution for temporary, 
short-term or longer needs. Perfect for storage, sales, 
production or as a showroom. A Rental Hall is efficient, with 
assembly taking 2-4 days depending on the size. You keep it for 
as long as you need it. It is easily placed and only needs a hard 
surface such as and existing gravel or asphalt surface.

Product benefits

Fast delivery

Easily placed

Economic

Expandable

Rental Hall
Storage halls for temporary storage needs

The Protect Hall offers an efficient way to protect materials 
while providing easy access to goods. The flexibility of the hall 
is substantial. Length, width and height are adapted to your 
machinery and goods. It can be changed and moved as your 
needs evolve. The Protect Hall features low investment costs 
and short delivery times.

Product benefits

Easy access to goods

Maintenance-free materials

Open width of your choice

Easy to move

Protect Hall
Provides perfect protection from the elements



HALLS 
WITH CONTROLLED 
INDOOR CLIMATE

The PMH Hall can be adapted for optimal indoor climate if your goods 
require more than just protection from the elements.

 When storing moisture-sensitive materials, we dehumidify the hall to the 
appropriate relative humidity. 

The PMH Hall is also suitable as a heated space and we insulate according to 
your needs.
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The Climate Hall is the obvious choice when you need a heated 
and energy-efficient storage space. It is well insulated and 
ideal for storing temperature-sensitive materials. Thanks to the 
smart and fast installation principle, the Climate Hall is a very 
attractive and cost-effective choice.

Product benefits

Cost-effective

Short delivery time

Well insulated

Maintenance-free materials

Climate Hall 
The Climate Hall is the basic insulated tent hall

With its sheet-metal-clad walls, high insulation value and 
heated storage space, the Thermo Hall is excellent as a 
picking, showroom, production or sales facility. The Thermo 
Hall meets all requirements for a normal insulated building, 
but at a much lower price. The roof made of mineral wool 
board absorbs sound and provides pleasant acoustics.

Product benefits

High insulation value

Light interior

Short delivery time

Good acoustics

Thermo Hall
The storage hall with heated storage space

The Polar Hall is reinforced and dimensioned to cope with 
snow and wind loads in Sweden’s toughest and northernmost 
latitudes. The hall’s wall and ceiling tensioning system ensures 
long service life and minimises the need for maintenance. The 
frame of the Polar Hall is hot galvanised, which means that it 
resists corrosion even in the most aggressive environments.

Product benefits

Robust construction

Simple foundation

Lacquered for snow run-off

Hot-galvanised frame

Polar Hall
The hall for tougher climates

The Dry Air Hall is an ideal and energy-efficient solution for 
materials sensitive to damp. The hall’s airtight design allows 
the internal environment to be efficiently control by 
dehumidification without any need for thermal insulation. 
The Dry Air Hall is therefore a smart and cost-effective storage 
solution that ensures the quality of your goods.

Product benefits

Guaranteed delivery quality

Prevents corrosion

Low operating costs

Light interior

Dry Air Hall
The storage hall with built-in dehumidification



The Sales Hall’s translucent roof creates 
a well-lit and pleasant sales area for your 
customers. Perfect for most areas where 
you want to expand your sales space.

Sales Hall

The PMH Hall can be used for many different applications for storing materials and goods. 
The halls can be easily customised according to your wishes using various accessories to make them a 
perfect fit in your daily operations.

Applications

The Car Showroom is very well suited for 
vehicle sales, as a showroom and garage
or workshop for car dealers, car firms and 
car enthusiasts. 

Car Showroom
The PMH Hall is an optimal solution for the 
winter storage of boats. The hall can be 
customised to the size wanted and offers 
the option of a controlled indoor climate 
(dehumidified).

Boat Hall

The Production Hall from PMH, with space 
for production storage, is an economical 
total solution for your storage needs. 
The PMH Hall is designed with an 
unobstructed floor area to maximise 
production space. 

Production Hall
The PMH Hall can be adapted to provide 
a packaging facility and pallet storage for 
the transport and logistics chain. The hall 
is excellent for storing wooden pallets, 
plastic pallets, pallet collars, single-use 
packaging and return packaging.

Packaging facility
The Timber Hall from PMH is a smart and 
cost-effective alternative for storing timber 
and wood products. The Timber Hall/
timber store is designed with an 
unobstructed floor area for optimal indoor 
storage space and access.

Timber storage

The PMH Hall is very suitable for storing all 
types of energy materials, such as pellets, 
chips, and peat.

Bioenergy
PMH’s storage solution for salt is a 
cost-effective alternative that provides 
high corrosion resistance to the negative 
properties of salt.

Salt Hall
The PMH Hall is ideal for recycling as the 
storage area is cost-effective and the hall 
can withstand use in harsh environments. 

Recycling

Are you wondering if a PMH Hall could work for your company? Don’t hesitate to contact us!
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Passages

Our storage halls are equipped with 
sliding doors, folding doors or sectional 
overhead doors according to your wishes 
and needs. 

Gateways
Doors for our storage halls as desired and 
in compliance with applicable fire 
protection standards for escape routes. 

Doors
A connection corridor is an excellent 
solution for connecting two storage halls 
or a storage hall to an existing building.

Connection corridor

We have a large assortment of different types of passages. See more at www.pmh-hallen.com.

Options

The PMH Hall can be equipped with LED 
luminaires to light the hall during the dark 
hours of the day.

Lighting
The hall is available with printed company 
names or logos. The choice of colours and 
design of the fabric can be customised to 
your wishes.

Logo
Robust and flexible pallet racks, certified 
by DNV product certification and in 
compliance with the SS 2240 standard and 
INSTA 250.

Pallet racks

The PMH Hall can be customised according to your wishes using various accessories to make it perfect 
for your day-to-day operations. 

Colours

PMH 11 - White

The PMH Hall is available in a number of standard colours. For other colours, please contact us.

PMH 12 - Red PMH 13 - Green

PMH 14 - Dark grey PMH 15 - Light grey PMH 16 - Blue

RAL Nr. 9016, NCS Nr. S 0500-N RAL Nr. 3013, NCS Nr. S 3560-Y90R RAL Nr. 6000, NCS Nr. S 6020-G

RAL Nr. 7046, NCS Nr. S 6000-N RAL Nr. 7004, NCS Nr. S 3000-N RAL Nr. 5005, NCS Nr. S 3560-R90B



GROW WITH 
THE PMH HALL 
– LEASE YOUR STORAGE HALL

Growing and developing companies should be easy, you shouldn’t have to wait for the 
necessary investments that make a difference in your day-to-day operations.

Many have already discovered the advantages of leasing their storage halls from us. 
More than every fourth storage hall we supply is on lease and we have delivered more 
than 3000 halls.

Advantages of leasing:

- Does not affect the credit limit.
- Tax deductible cost, instead of investing and depreciation.
- No tying up of own capital with little effect on the equity/assets ratio and liquidity.

We collaborate with DLL, a global finance company with in-depth industry 
knowledge and a strong customer focus. The company was founded in 1969 
and has assets of over EUR 30 billion.
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We at Polykemi manufacture customised plastic compounds 
for the Swedish and international plastics industry. 

Our customers’ demands for just-in-time deliveries combined 
with cost-effective use of our machinery mean a varying need 
for storage volumes. 

PMH offers this flexibility (15 storage halls totalling 17,500 m2).

Ola Hugoson, VD 
Polykemi AB

We needed to solve a storage need for our timber and the PMH 
Hall proved to be the best solution. 

Since our timber packages are bulky, it is an advantage that the 
hall has no obstructing pillars so that we can utilise the entire 
surface. In addition, the PMH Hall was the most economical 
option for our investment

Bo Skacke
Wallnäs AB

We chose the PMH Hall for our winter storage of boats because 
it could be completely adapted to our needs and requirements 
regarding size and indoor climate (dehumidified). 

The speed and ease of communication determined the choice. 

We are very pleased with our PMH Hall and its function.

Michael Säw
1852 Marin & Fritid AB

Polykemi AB

Wallnäs AB1852 Marin & Fritid AB

For our new recycling plant Returum in Kristianstad, we 
needed a hall for receiving materials for reuse. 

PMH solved our needs in the best possible way. An extra plus 
was that we could log up the hall according to our wishes. 

We are very pleased with our investment!

Fredrik Holmer 
Kristianstads kommun

Returum Kristianstad

REFERENCES



STRONG REASONS FOR CHOOSING US

Low acquisition cost

Short construction time

Surfaces without obstructions

Can be insulated or dehumidified

Maintenance-free material

Easy to expand or move

Available in any length or width

Buy - Rent - Lease

PMH-International AB
Org.nr 556035-2097

Highest credit rating
Since 1997

www.pmh-hallen.com

+46 20-212 999


